
 

 

Furniture Care and Maintenance 

Aluminium furniture frames, chair slings an PE Wicker frames (with all soft cushion removes) should be washed down regularly with mild soap 

water then rinsed/wiped (or even hosed down) with fresh water and wiped over with a clean cloth. Do not use abrasive materials or cleaners. 

Furniture should be clean and completely dry before storing for any period of time. How often you need to clean down your furniture will 

depend on where it is located, how often and how heavily it is used and if you keep it covered (which we recommend) when not in use. 

 

A Note On Glass 

The glass used in our outdoor furniture is tempered glass. Although up to 4 times stronger than normal glass it is not unbreakable. Careless or 

use may produce damage which may not be immediately visible to the naked eye. Avoid dropping objects on the glass or placing hot items 

directly on the glass, as these actions may weaken it.  Damaged glass my spontaneously shatter if later subject to thermal or mechanical stress. 

Tables should not be dragged to move reposition them at any time to avoid glass breakage as well as damage t the table legs (lift to reposition 

instead of dragging) 



Cushion Care and Maintenance 

To get the longest life span from you cushions we recommend storing them out of the elements when not in use. Brush of loose dirt and dust 

regularly when dry. Wash with mild soapy water, rinsing with fresh water. Spot clean any spills immediately to avoid staining. Do not use solvent 

type cleaners, do not dry clean, do not tumble dry. For cushions with removable covers the best results will be o wash them by hand or machine 

wash on a delicate/gentle cycle. And line dry in the shade before refitting. 

 

Warranty 

Aluminium frames are covered by a 5-year warranty from the date of purchase for manufacturing defects. Powder coasting is covered by a 1-

year limited warranty for manufacturing defects. Cushions and (HDPE) High Duty Synthetic Rattan are covered by a 3-year limited warranty for 

manufacturing defects and decomposition of the materials. The warranty will not be extended or renewed as a result of a product being 

repaired or replaced pursuant to a claim. 

 

Exclusion 

-Damage to any part of the product by accident, misuse 

-acts of nature 

-common wear and tear 

-breakage of glass 

-scratching and marking of powder coat finishes 

-effects of chlorine, salt, chemicals and dirt/grime 

-fabric moulding, staining or fading 

-flattening of cushions 

-hardware fading or corrosion 

-rusting of steel components 



If an item should fail as a result of a manufacturing fault or defect under normal use, the manufacture at their discretion, will repair, refinish or 

replace the failed item. Replacements will be offered for individual failed item/s, not complete settings. The customer is responsible for all 

packing and freight charges incurred when returning warranty claims. 

 

Customer Service 

Proof of purchase (date receipt) is required for all warranty claims. Should your warranty services become necessary, please contact the store 

where this product was purchased to make a claim, substitutions with similar products. 

 

 

 


